Bio-Energy Card

What is Far-Infrared Rays?
Far-infrared rays are part of the sunlight spectrum which is invisible
to the naked eye. It also known as Biogenetic ray (between 6 to 14
microns). Biogenetics rays have been proven by scientists to promote
the growth and health of living cells especially in plants, animals and
human beings.
What is the effect of Far-Infrared rays?
FIR cause resonance with water molecules,. It ionizes and activates
water molecules in our cells and blood thus improving our blood
circulation and health condition. The human body contains more that
70% of water by weight.
What is the effect of Far-Infra-red rays on our human body?
Activates water molecules in our body. Improve oxygen level in our
body. Warming and eliminating fats, chemicals and toxins from our
blood and thus smoothening the flow of blood. Elimination of waste
from the body, reducing the acidic level in our body & improving the
nervous system.

How to display Bio-Energy Card on our body?
Sticking is not necessary. Just store in your pocket or as for ladies
just slip in your bra.
Why Bio Energy card and not flexible?
The cards are patterned for the convenience of the consumers with
high effect. It's scientifically proven as instant remedy to the
consumer. Quality wise it's competitively good as the energy pendant,
bracelet and the magnetic chain found in the market. We are proud to
present the Bio-Energy Card for free to our agent's, mainly we believe
Health are the supreme value then your wealth.
Does Bio Energy Card diminish odor?
For sure! Minor odors like unpleasant food odor in the fridge, in the
car or even body odors.-

NANO ENERGY CARD / BIO ENERGY CARD
EFFECTS OF NEGATIVE IONS
1.DIRECT EFFECTS OF NEGATIVE ION ON HUMAN HEALTH
Activate cells: through cell membrane, it promote exchange of
calcium and natrium inside and outside membrane, and keep cell's
activity.
Blood purification: through cell's activity, it promote cell metabolism,
and excreted hazardous waste and toxic substances from body.
Resume fatigue: eliminate illness factors, quickly recover physical
strength.
Stabilize botanic nerve system: influence botanic nerve system to
obtain rirritable abilitity, adjust function of botanic nerve system.
Strengthen resistance capacity to disease: stabilize emotion, increase
C-Ball globins content, improve quantity and quality of leukin, and
boost leukin's phagocytic function to the bacteria.
Restrain tumour cell growing: influence the composition and
distribution of charged particles in blood, and increase cell's activity.
Absorb and shield electromagnetic radiation. Improve allergic
physique: adjust the balance of botanic nerve system, strengthen the
resistance to allergen material.

2.THE MAIN PERFORMANCE OF NEGATIVE ION FOR HUMAN
BODY
The influences for nervous system: enhance pallium function
and brain activity, excite nerve, improve work efficiency, and improve
sleep quality. Negative ion also can strength the intensity of oxidation
process of brain tissue, and help brain tissue to obtain much oxygen.
Influences to cardiovascular system: negative ion has obvious effects
to vascular expansion, restrain cholesterol content of serum, purify
blood, avoid lipid depositing on vascular wall, improve blood
circulation, relieve artery vasospasm, and achieve to maintain steady
blood pressure.
Negative ion has big benefits for improving cardiac function and
myocardial nutrition, and is good for the rehabilitation of
hypertension and vascular diseases patients.
Influences to blood system: studies proved that negative ion has
function to slow blood and extend clotting time, increase the oxygen
content in blood, and thus is beneficial to oxygen transmission,
absorption and utilization.
To improve NK activity to damage cancer cell; restrain the
happening and transfer of cancer cell.
To restrain colorless leukotriene that could cause allergy and
angry state, could be used in beauty and skin treatment. For example,
skin burns can be quickly cured by negative ion. Negative ion also
has analgesic effect.
To prevent artery probation or peroxide lipid of liver, too much
ions may cause oxidation of axunge, quick oxidation of axunge will
accelerate body aging.

Remove skin waste, increase activity of the skin, has significant
effect for beauty.
From above we can conclude that negative ion is closely related
to human's all systems, that is, human health, therefore it is will play a
obvious role in human health.

FAR INFRARED RAYS (F.I.R.)
Accelerate blood circulation:
By virtue of far infrared reaction, to increase the temperature of deep
skin, expand microvascular, accelerate blood circulation, relive
ferment, consolidate blood and cell metabolism, which has a great
help on resume young and improve anemia.
Adjust blood pressure:
High blood pressure and arteriosclerosis are usually caused by
contraction and narrow of small arteries, such as nervous system,
endocrine system and Kidney. Far infrared help to expand
microvascular accelerate blood circulation and reduce high blood
pressure, also improve hypotension symptoms.
Improve arthralgia:
Deep penetration of far infrared can reach deep muscle joints, warm
inner body, relax muscle, lead to exchange of oxygen and nutrients of
microvascular system, exclude the accumulation of fatigue
substances and the lactic acid and other aging wastes, and has
excellent effects for eliminating turgescence as well as easing pain.
Adjust autonomic nerve:
Autonomic nerve mainly regulates visceral functions. Human are
usually in the state of anxiety, autonomic nerve keep tense, which will
lead to low immunity ability, headache, swimming , insomnia fatigue
and cold extremities.

Reduce fattiness:
Far infrared therapy can result in energy increasing, cell activation,
and thus promote adipose tissue metabolism, burning and
decomposition, consumption excess fat, thereby effectively lose
weight.
Strengthen liver function:
The deep heat reaction from deep body that caused by far infrared
can activate cell, enhance tissue regeneration capacity and promote
cell growth, strengthen the liver function of detoxification, make the
body environment to maintain good physical condition, so it can be
said as the best prevention strategy to illness.
Promote metabolism:
After microcirculatory system get improvement, metabolic waste can
be rapidly excreted from body, the burden of liver and kidney will be
reduced. Such waste includes heavy metals that can cause cancer;
lactate, free fatty acids and subcutaneous fat that can cause fatigue
and aging; and uranium ions that can cause hypertension.
Balance body's PH degree:
Far infrared can purify blood and improve the quality of skin, to
prevent excessive uric acid that can cause bone pain and arthralgia.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (F.A.Q.)
What is Bio-Energy card?
This card consist of Far infrared Ray (FIR) technology been utilized a
unique bio ceramic powder. It has been created such to enable to heal
all health aspects pertaining appropriate human body blood
circulations.
What are the benefits of Bio-Energy Card?
a) Proper human body Blood Circulation
b) Enlighten stress & fatigue
c) Increase energy
d) Release bacteria effectively
e) Activate drinking water molecules
f) Activate body’s water molecules
g) To vanish bad odors
h) Maintain food freshness stored in the refrigerator
i) Enlighten migraine, back pain and body arthritis
j) Maintain excellent growth for plants and greens.
What is Far-Infrared Rays?
Far-infrared rays are part of the sunlight spectrum which is invisible
to the naked eye. It also known as Biogenetic ray (between 6 to 14
microns). Biogenetics rays have been proven by scientists to promote
the growth and health of living cells especially in plants, animals and
human beings.
What is the effect of Far-Infrared rays?
FIR cause resonance with water molecules,. It ionizes and activates
water molecules in our cells and blood thus improving our blood
circulation and health condition. The human body contains more that
70% of water by weight.

What is the effect of Far-Infra-red rays on our human body?
Activates water molecules in our body. Improve oxygen level in our
body. Warming and eliminating fats, chemicals and toxins from our
blood and thus smoothening the flow of blood. Elimination of waste
from the body, reducing the acidic level in our body & improving the
nervous system.
How to display Bio-Energy Card on our body?
Sticking is not necessary. Just store in your pocket or as for ladies
just slip in your bra.
Why Bio Energy card and not flexible?
The cards are patterned for the convenience of the consumers with
high effect. It’s scientifically proven as instant remedy to the
consumer. Quality wise it’s competitively good as the energy
pendant, bracelet and the magnetic chain found in the market. We are
proud to present the Bio-Energy Card for free to our agent’s, mainly
we believe Health are the supreme value then your wealth.
Does Bio Energy Card diminish odor?
For sure! Minor odors like unpleasant food odor in the fridge, in the
car or even body odors, Bio Energy Card confidently diminish odor
when consumed.
Is Bio Energy Card safe for children?
Nonetheless, this card is safe for kid’s even babies.–

